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We’s?At the time of their diagnosis, Ed Church struggles to his ft, yelling, “How dare you use the A.Now, who are you?
while Ibby wags her finger at the doctor scolding, “Shame on you.”S Girl readers trip with Rosie Church from her first
suspicions that something is amiss to nearly ten years later as she actually is honored to hold Ed and Ibby’What would
you carry out if both parents were diagnosed with Alzheimer’We’ and Ed reassuring, “After Rosie moves them to assisted
living, convinced they're on another honeymoon, they break the news headlines, “re just okay.”In the past due levels,
they politely shake Rosie’”m a fantastic driver, I’Someone will need to have bumped into me personally.” When their girl,
Rosie, discovers dings in Ed’s car, he dismisses, “ve never really had an accident.”We’re not really leaving our real
estate,”ve decided not to have more children.”About his driving Ed defends, “s hand, inquiring, “ word with me,”I’In
ALZHEIMER’They protect each other, Ibby by asserting, “s hands when they draw their final breaths.
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 I don’t believe I’ll break apart, because Father and mother will suffer no more. Full of love, grace, candor, and an abiding
faith that was and is the glue for this remarkable family. A beautiful saga about this Midwest few from the greatest
generation.Because of this alone it is worth reading. (It is among the best individual accounts of living with dementia
that I've come across). Nonetheless it is a lot more. A truthful accounts of the discomfort this family went through at
the hands of devastating illness called Alzheimer's Disease. She reminds us of the broader picture, of the generation-
upon-generation that constitutes a family members, of the never-ending routine of life. And it is this that, for me, marks
out her publication. Ed and Ibby Church are a loving few within their eighties who’ve been married for over sixty years.
This book can be a tribute to the spirit of this lives on, passed from parents to children even in the midst of the worst
life has to toss at us. Jean describes how her parents Ibby and Ed appeared normal as they “laughed and giggled like
lovebirds themselves” – and with their earlier love letters giving tantalising glimpses of the dewy-eyed young lovers they
once were we are reminded of their very own rounded selves, the people they were and still are, Alzheimer’s and all.It’s
a spot well made when Ed, who survives Ibby by almost a year and whose dementia has “thickened to the idea of being a
good wall with only little pinpricks of clarity coming through” nears the finish of his life. A dementia memoir and
beautiful like story Alzheimer’s Daughter by Jean Lee is a triple threat dementia memoir with an unthinkable
premise.The dual diagnoses and deterioration, while difficult for Rosie and Annette to manage as caregivers, actually is
the ultimate blessing bestowed upon Ed and Ibby for a life well lived. Her reply: “Absolutely not. I’ve fallen apart going
back ten years.“Alzheimer’s Daughter” by no means shies from the truth."The most beautiful part of Father was what still
remained" - a daughter's moving memoir of her parents' Alzheimer's. Towards the very end Jean Lee’s pastor asks her
if she’s provided herself permission to break apart after Ed dies. Now I’ll put myself back collectively”.How that
resonated with me.Lee’s familiar Alzheimer’s memoir format is elevated to a common love story by the revelation of Ed
and Ibby Church’s extraordinary courtship and marriage. But perhaps most of us think that. As well as perhaps,
eventually, the overriding power of this memoir may be to show us that however flawed we have been, however
impossible coping with dementia frequently appears, we aren’t alone. This is a keeper. Perform buy it and read it. His
child knows that not surprisingly she has very much to understand from him. One parent diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease is usually an emergency, two parents identified as having Alzheimer’s is usually a disaster. Dual diagnoses and
decline at the same period is usually a tragedy of epic proportions.Alzheimer’s Child follows adult sisters, Rosie and
Annette, because they discover and manage the progressing cognitive impairments of their aging parents.Reading her
memoir one has a sense of Jean Lee’s wider life because the working mum of grown-up children and of her position in
the broader family members. Their two children are united in attempts acting as accountable caregivers to keep the
parents they love safe through heartbreaking decisions, from the initial informing hints of memory space lapses through
the inevitable end of life issues. As did virtually every line of the reserve – except to state its author might have been a
better Alzheimer’s child than I was. It made me laugh and cry. This touching correspondence adds a romantic element to
keep the couple’s devotion, for each other and their family members, central to their unavoidable fate. She places it
such as this: “The most beautiful part of Dad was what still remained”. The elderly couple’s oblivion to their plight helps
them fade together hand in hand, with neither pressured to endure the various other’s incapacity.Alzheimer’s Child is a
beautifully written tribute to the incredible love and lives of the writer’s parents. The tale gives a map on how to
maneuver through the pitfalls of dementia caution while honoring our parents with dignity and like through faith. The
memoir reveals a modern day path many others will travel as dementia snowballs into an epidemic as seniors age. The
trip of Alzheimer’s Daughter leads the reader through a tragic but rewarding like story with heart, just like a true
version of The Notebook. Excellent Excellent read and moving tale of the roller coaster of caregiving for parents with
dementia. Couldn't put it down as this mirrors my entire life right now. Entries from old like letters give glimpses into
the lives of the parents as teenagers starting their lives collectively and add depth to the family memoir. It’s a beautiful
book where its author not only bares her significant writing abilities but her soul. An excellent book So so good, a story
of Alzheimer's, what the couple experienced and the daughters caring for their parents, sad disease Alzheimer's is but
wow the like this couple shared, true love till the finish I was in awe, I actually cried such like for each other an
excellent book I'll keep Love never ends A real live love story even through Alzheimer's. Amid the heartache and



remorse “of taking everything away from parents who experienced given us everything” you can find moments of pure
happiness, such as at her girl Susie’s wedding. Great Very insightful and from the heart. Something I could relate to that
sometimes brought out raw emotions from my own personal experiences. Thanks to the writer for sharing this journey
with us. I loved this reserve! World Battle II lovebirds, the couple’s classic appreciate letters are shared at the start of
every chapter, written throughout their separation while Ed offered in the Army. Highly recommend. This book can be an
eye-catching opener for everyone. We each believe our situation is exclusive when we are dealing with dementia,
Alzheimer, or despair. As I was reading i was seeing parallels inside our life circumstances. The reserve was very helpful,
but also extremely discerning because we are realizing what our upcoming may hold for us. We have been through these
illnesses four times, with our Mothers, an Aunt and a sister, but I am certain those experiences will not compare to your
own future experiences. Essential read for baby boomers or anyone touched by this disease. Great Tale of Enduring Love
Though it is painful to relive, the writer honors her parents by telling their story and sharing the down sides of parents
with Alzheimer’s. A wonderful tribute to them. Cannot put this timeless like story down. It includes solace, through
encounters shared, to millions of people presently confronting the same difficult decisions and living through the same
heart-breaking occasions that retired American teacher from small-town Ohio provides known and which she writes
therefore well. Jean Lee’s memoir “Alzheimer’s Daughter” is at once a moving, highly personal and informative accounts
of how the “brain-devouring monster” simultaneously swallowed up both her parents’ lives, and a universal story.
Punctuating the sad, stable (and by now to many of us all-too-familiar) tale of decline because of Alzheimer’s with
poignant wartime love letters between her mom and dad, lends Lee’s memoir an extra depth. This book was all of this
and more, skillfully created and edited. I am so thankful for being able to read this book and recommend it extremely.
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